Information Statement – Environmental Management

Integrated environmental management of ASM GmbH

Since its foundation more than 40 years ago, ASM sensors has become a recognized partner in the development, production and distribution of high quality precision sensors and innovative measurement technology for trade and industry. As a modern and future-oriented technology company we are aware of our responsibility towards our customers for the high quality of our products and for the environment. Therefore, already in the early stage of our existence, we have developed and established an extensive quality management system and an integrated environmental management that definitely regulates our procedures, supervises the compliance with the quality and environmental standards and monitors the implementation of regulatory rules.

Our quality management system is certified according to DIN ISO 9001 since 2004. Since that date the system has been undergoing a continuous development to suit the everchanging product and market requirements.

Since then our environmental management system is being regularly inspected and monitored by an independent authority.

We are proud to have been able to reduce and optimize the impact on the environment in many respects by a number of protective measures in spite of the significant expansion of our business activity. Certification according to ISO 14001 is planned for 2020.

This Information Sheet informs you about our objectives, activities and efforts concerning the Environmental Management.

Our aim is to contribute to the preservation of the environment and to continue our success story.
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Aims and merits of the Environmental Management of ASM GmbH

ASM GmbH keeps setting new objectives concerning ecological protection within the frame of its environmental management.

The main aim is the reduction of the resources deployed and ecological damage. Furthermore, due to activities and measures applied we were able to sink our CO2 emission on more than 50.000 kg in 2015 using solar energy from our own photovoltaic system.

Furthermore, we preserve the environment using the company’s own well water for sanitary facilities. Also, ASM GmbH plans further measures for the achievement of the environmental objectives that soon will be implanted and documented. Our employees have been continuously integrated in the Environmental Management. A pool of ideas, especially created for this goal, is a source of inspiration and a presentation platform for them. Due to a continuous education and further training, our employees are always up to date in the subject of environment and occupational safety, and contribute to the achievement of the environmental objectives and to the further development of the systems.
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